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On 7 July, a Delhi HC judge observed that Uniform Civil Code should not ‘remain a mere hope’. The code finds mention in Constitution &
several Supreme Court observations.
Same family laws for all faiths — what’s Uniform Civil Code, and what courts say about it
ISLAMABAD: A parliamentary committee on Tuesday cleared an amendment to the Code of Civil Procedure, which requires courts to decide
cases of movable and immovable property including those involving ...
NA body clears amendment to law for speedy disposal of property cases
There are exemptions even in Civil Procedure Code and Criminal Procedure Code… UCC is not a ... Sanjay Raut had said that "for how long
the Muslims will stay away from the national mainstream. The ...
What is Uniform Civil Code (UCC)? Here's everything you need to know
A reference was made to the case of the United Bank of India Vs. Naresh Kumar & others, wherein the Supreme Court had stated that a suit
filed on the strength of Order XXIX Rule 1 of CPC needs ...
India - The Scope Of Order XXIX Of The Code Of Civil Procedure, 1908.
ISLAMABAD: The absence of the ministers in the House on a private members' day on Tuesday irked Deputy Speaker National Assembly
Qasim Suri, forcing him to give a ruling to ensure their presence in ...
Absence of ministers irks NA deputy speaker
Most settlement agreements provide that the entire action shall be dismissed and the court shall retain jurisdiction under Code of Civil
Procedure Section 664.6 to enforce the settlement terms.
Code of Civil Procedure Section 664.6 Is Now Lawyer-Friendly
The Delhi High Court of Friday backed the need for a Uniform Civil Code (UCC) and asked the Centre to take the necessary steps in the
matter. The court observed that the modern Indian society is ...
What is Uniform Civil Code That Delhi HC Wants Govt to Implement? Know its History, Importance
The amendments to the regulations of the Civil Procedure Code included several aspects, namely notice procedures, case management
office procedures, jurisdiction of judicial departments ...
DJI Conducts Remote Training Programme for Legal Experts on Civil Procedure Code Amendments
The Chief Judge of Borno State, Justice Kashim Zannah on Tuesday solicited full support and cooperation from stakeholders to review ...
Borno CJ seeks stakeholders’ engagement for speedy review of Criminal, Penal Code Laws
ALBANY, May 2 -- A change of practice of interest to all lawyers is made by the McCarren law amending Section 885 of the Code of Civil
Procedure relating to deposition to be used on motion.
CHANGE IN CIVIL PROCEDURE.; Amendment to the Code Relating to Depositions on Motion.
The National Green Tribunal has slammed the ... Under section 51 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, there is provision for civil
imprisonment or any other order. Any other order can include ...
Budget constraint cannot justify violation of citizens' right to clean environment: NGT
Not any action may be used for the purposes of a retrial, in terms of Article 811 of the Code of Organisation and Civil Procedure. This was
held in Pawla Zerafa et v Raymond Formosa et decided on 20 ...
If one wants to file an action for a retrial, the appropriate procedure must be used
Starting from the eligibility criteria to selection procedure, every sphere needs to ... To become RAW agent, candidates should take Group A
Civil Services exam under the Central Staffing Scheme.
Be a Part of National Security : Eligibility Criteria & Selection Procedure for RAW & IB
Chief Judge of Borno State, Justice Kashim Zannah has solicited support and cooperation from stakeholders towards the review and
revalidation of the Borno ...
Borno CJ Seeks Review Of Penal Code, Others
The National Green Tribunal has slammed the ... "Under section 51 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, there is provision for civil
imprisonment or any other order. Any other order can include ...
Fund Issues Cannot Justify Violation: Green Court On Rajasthan Sewer Plant
Seychellois citizens who receive an inheritance should expect the process to run smoother after the National Assembly approved
amendments to the Civil Code. With the three latest amendments ...
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Seychelles' New Civil Code to Come Into Force - Inheritance Process Made Easier
This can be done under sub-section (1) of Section 174 of Criminal Procedure Code. The second post-mortem ... Advocate General B.S.
Prasad told the Bench that National Human Rights Commission ...
Telangana High Court orders judicial inquiry into woman’s ‘custodial death’
The tribunal said that under Section 51 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 ... heritage water body of around 104 acres, opposite National
Police Academy, Shivrampally, Hyderabad.

National civil justice systems are deeply rooted in national legal cultures and traditions. However, in the past few decades they have been
increasingly influenced by integration processes at the regional, supra-national and international level. As a by-product of the emergence of
economic and political unions and globalisation processes there is pressure to harmonise or even unify the way in which national civil justice
systems operate. In an attempt to create a ‘genuine area of justice’, new unified procedures are being developed, which operate in parallel
with national civil procedures, and sometimes even strive to replace them. As a reaction to the forces that endeavour to harmonise and unify
procedural laws and practices, an opposing trend is gaining momentum: one that insists on diversity and pluralism of national civil
procedures. This book focuses on the evolution of procedural reforms in various jurisdictions and the ongoing transformation of national civil
justice systems.
This book is a collection of papers that address a fundamental question: What is the role of civil justice and civil procedure in the various
national traditions in the contemporary world? The book presents striking differences among a range of countries and legal traditions, but also
points to common trends and open issues. It brings together prominent experts, professionals and scholars from both civil and common law
jurisdictions. It represents all main legal traditions ranging from Europe (Germanic and Romanic countries, Scandinavia, ex-Socialist
countries) and Russia to the Americas (North and South) and China (Mainland and Hong Kong). While addressing the main issue – the goals
of civil justice – the book discusses the most topical concerns regarding the functioning and efficiency of national systems of civil justice.
These include concerns such as finding the appropriate balance between accurate fact-finding and the right to a fair trial within a reasonable
time, the processing of hard cases and the function of civil justice as a specific public service. In the mosaic of contrasts and oppositions
special place is devoted to the continuing battle between the individualistic/liberal approach and the collectivist/paternalistic approach – the
battle in which, seemingly, paternalistic tendencies regain momentum in a number of contemporary justice systems.
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